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Chapter  46
_______________________________

Adjectives  -  part 2

� ��",   � �������� �*

�|�."�  �0����   �|�.

����~"����|"
_____________________

46.1  Please review Chapter 10  (Adjectives), and Chapters 8 and 9 (the First Declension) before proceeding

with this Chapter.

Most of the adjectives used in the Greek New Testament belong to the 2-1-2 class, where the Masculine and

Neuter endings follow the Second Declension, and the Feminine endings follow a First Declension pattern.

However, there are a few adjectives with other patterns for their endings.

We have already met  �."����.1.����.�,   - "each, every, all"  (Chapter 40).

In this chapter we will meet a couple of "hybrid" adjectives, some 3-2-3 adjectives, and a group of 3-3

adjectives whose Masculine and Feminine endings are identical.

46.2  � �#",  � ������� �#��(much, many) is slightly irregular.  It follows a 2-1-2 pattern except for

the Masculine and Neuter Nominative and Accusative Singular.

� �#��can also be used as an adverb  (much, greatly)

Singular Plural

            Masculine      Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine     Neuter

Nom. � �#"      � ��� � �# � �� � � ��.� � ��.

Acc. � �#�      � ���� � �# � �� #" � ��." � ��.

Gen. � �� #     � ���" � �� # � ��&� � ��&� � ��&�

Dat. � ��ó      � ��É � ��ó � �� �" � ��.�" � �� �"

NOTE  - it is easiest to think of the stem as  � �����with irregular endings for the Nominative and

Accusative Singulars for Masculine and Neuter.

Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   R  ��1� "��^�&���� �#"��%���2 �"�� ]!.� �"� Your reward in (the) heaven(s)

%12��� is great. (Matt. 5:12)

2.   � �� �  %! #1����� ���%���%�0��É��2É��2�0!º� Many will say to me on  that day,

.#!�0,  �#!�0� "Lord, Lord." (Matt. 7:22)

3.   �.�  %�.��10���.]2 �"��� ��. And he spoke many things to them

%�  �.!.� �.�"�  in parables. (Matt. 13:3)

4.   �.�  1� #1.��3&��������0�&���� ��&�� And I heard a voice (sound) of many angels.

(Rev. 5:11)

5.   �.�  � ��.���.� #1.��^� ��� ��&���A.2!&�������� And (she) having suffered under many healers

(Mark 5:26)

6.   �.�  /.�� ��.��� ��.��%�0�.�� �� And they were casting out many demons

        �.�  1�0�3 ���%�.�ó��� �� #"���!!&12 #"�        and anointing many sick (folk) with oil

�.�  %�0!.�0# �� and healing (them)  (Mark 6:13)

7.   �.�  1/���j!."��� ���"���.����0� �0��"� And it was already late (many hours)

       �! 10�� �20"  .]2ó�� B���.��2.���.]2 #��      his disciples, having come to him,

         %�0� �  R2���+!�� "��%12����R��2 � "�         were saying, "The place is a desert,

�.�  1/���j!.��� ���� and it is already late."  (Mark 6:35)

8.   �.�  %�&��%��.� ���� �#� And I was weeping much (greatly). (Rev. 5:4)

9.   �.�  %�0��&��� And having gone out,

0A/0�  � �#���Q$� �� he saw a great crowd.    (Mark 6:34)

10. �.�  1� � #��1.���.]2ó��Q$� ���� �� �� And many crowds followed him. (Matt. 4:25)
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46.3  �.�#"����0�.����#� (deep),    and other Adjectives in  -#"����0�.����#  follow a 3-2-3 pattern.

See Vocabulary 46.11 for Adjectives in   -#"����0�.����#

Singular Plural

            Masculine      Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine     Neuter

Nom. �.�#"      �.�0�. �.�# �.�0�" �.�0�.� �.�0.

Acc. �.�#�      �.�0�.� �.�# �.�0�" �.�0�." �.�0.

Gen. �.�0 "      �.�0�." �.�0 " �.�0&� �.�0�&� �.�0&�

Dat. �.�0�      �.�0�º �.�0� �.�01�� �.�0�.�" �.�01��

Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   �0�0�  .]2ó��2���#�����.#!�0�� The woman says to him, "Lord,

         ]20  ��2���.��%$0�"�     you don't have a bucket,

�.�  2 ��3!0.!��%12�����.�#� and the well is deep.      (John 4:11)

2.    B  I #/.� ���30! #1����� ��.���.�� The Jews bring many

�.!0.��.A2�&�.2.�      heavy (grave) charges.   (see Acts 25:7)

3.   .B  %��12 �.����0���������.!0�.����.���A1$#!.�� His letters (are) weighty and strong,

2��/0  �.! #1�.��2 #��1&�.2 "���1�0��"�        but the presence of (his) face (is) weak.

( 2 Cor. 10:10)

4.   �.�  �02.���!.$#��&20! "� And after a short time another (guy),

        A/&�  .]2 �����0�0���     having seen him, says

..�  1#��%���.]2&���0G "You also are (one) of them."(see Luke 22:58)

5.   �.�  i� 10���.]2É��� ��.���\��2���%.�� And he swore many things to her, "Whatever

         �0��.A2�1É"��/&1&��1 ��   you (might) ask me, I will give to you,

&&"  1��1 #"��2�"���.1��0�."��� #�    up to the half of my kingdom." (Mark 6:23)

��.g2�1ï"  is the Aorist Subjunctive of .g2¢&�

6.   =.�$.� "��0A�0����! "��2 ����#!� ��� Zachaeus said to the Lord,

       I/ #,  2.��2��10�.��� #��2&���^�.!$R�2&���    "Behold, the half of my possessions,

         �#!�0,  2 �"���2&$ �"��/�/&����       Lord, I give to the poor,

           �.���0A��2�� "��2���%1#� 3.�2�1.�           and if I extorted anything from anyone

�� /�/&��  202!.�� #�� I give back four-fold.    (Luke 19:8)

(  2.��X��10�.� is Neuter Plural, maybe influenced by the plural  2&�����.!$R�2&��

7.   �.�  .]2 "��0A�0����! "��.]2 #"���w���� �2 �� And he said to them, "O mindless

        �.�  �!./0�"��2É���.!/�º��2 #����120#0����%��    and slow in heart to believe in all (things)

�.1���� B"��%�.��1.��� B���! 3�2.���          which the prophets said.  (Luke 24:25)

8.   2  �#����7���%���2É��%!��ó���.�! ����.�� The woman was in the desert for a time,

�.�! #"  �.���2��1#���.�! #�      times, and half of a time.   (see Rev. 12:14)

( "for three and a half periods"  �.�! #"  is used in place of the Dual, which had fallen out of use )

9.   �.�  A/ #��%!$ �.���2.$#���� And behold, I come quickly.   (Rev. 22:7)

10. �.�.!� ��� B���!.0�"� Happy are the humble,

R2�  .]2 ������! � ��1 #1����2��������       for they shall inherit the earth. (Matt. 4:5)

46.4  �0�.",  �0�.������0�.� -  (great, big) is slightly irregular.  It follows a 2-1-2 pattern except for

the Masculine and Neuter Nominative and Accusative Singular.     It is easiest to think of the stem as

�0�.����with irregular endings for the Nominative and Accusative Singulars for Masculine and Neuter.

    Singular Plural

            Masculine      Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine     Neuter

Nom. �0�."       �0�.��� �0�. �0�.� �� �0�.�.�� �0�.�.

Acc. �0�.�       �0�.���� �0�. �0�.� #" �0�.�."� �0�.�.

Gen. �0�.� #     �0�.��"� �0�.� # �0�.�&������ �0�.�&�� �0�.�&�

Dat. �0�.�ó�������0�.�É� �0�.�ó �0�.� �" �0�.�.�"� �0�.� �"
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Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   �.�  1� #1.��3&������0�.���� And I heard a great voice

%�  2ó�� ]!.�ó� in heaven.         (Rev. 12:10)

2.   �.���0A/ ����! � ����0�.����0#� �� And I saw a great white throne  (Rev. 20:11)

3.   A/ �20"  /0��2 ����120!.��%$.!�1.�� Having seen the star, the rejoiced

$.!.�  �0�.�����13 /!.� (with) very great joy.   (Matt. 2:10 )

4.   �.�  ��0�� #1.���2.$#���� ��2 #������0� #� And having gone away quickly from the tomb

         �02.  3 � #���.���$.!."���0�.��"�  with fear and great joy

%/!.� ��������2 �"  �.��2.�"��.]2 #�     they (gals) ran to his disciples.  (Matt. 28:8)

5.   R  /0��I�1 #"�����0A�0������ B  �!$ �20"��2&���%��&����Jesus . . said . . "The leaders of the nations

        �.2.�#!�0# #1��  .]2&����.���RB���0�.� ��     lord it over them, and the great (men)

�.20� #1�.� #1��  .]2&��      exercise authority over them. (Matt. 20:25)

6.   R  �. "��R���.���0� "��%���1� 20�� The people seated in darkness

3&"��0A/0����0�.� saw a great light.          (Matt. 4:16)

7.   R  I�1 #"��0A�0���.]2É���w���#�.��� Jesus said to her,  "O woman,

�0�.��  1 #��2����12�"� great (is) your faith."     (Matt. 15:28)

8.   �.�  %��!&2�10���0B"��%���.]2&����0�!.�&��� And one of them asked, testing

       .]2 �,  û�/.1�.�0���� �.��%�2 ������0�.���  him, "Teacher, which (is) the great(est)

%�  2ó��� �ó��   commandment in the Law?" (Matt.22:35-36)

9.   %�010�,  %�010����%.�#�&���2���0�.��� Fallen, fallen, Babylon the great.   (Rev. 18:2)

10. �.�  1� #1.��3&�����%���2 #�� ]!.� # And I heard a sound from heaven

         j"  3&�����^/.2&���� ��&����.�   like the sound of many waters, and

j"  3&������! �2�"���0�.��"�     like the sound of great thunder.  (Rev. 14:2)

46.5  �0�.",   �0�.��.�����0�.�� -  (black)

The stem for Masculine and Neuter is  �0�.��,  but when the  "�"  is followed by a sigma, the  "�"  drops

out.

2   �0�.�  is also the word for "ink".

     Singular            Plural

            Masculine      Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine     Neuter

Nom. �0�."      �0�.��.� �0�.� �0�.�0" �0�.��.�      �0�.�.

Acc. �0�.�.     �0�.��.� �0�.� �0�.�." �0�.��."      �0�.�.

Gen. �0�.� "    �0�.���" �0�.� " �0�.�&� �0�.��&��������0�.�&�

Dat. �0�.��       �0�.��É �0�.�� �0�.1���� �0�.��.�"      �0�.1����

Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   ��20  %���2É���03.����1 #��Q� 1É"�� Neither shall you swear on your head,

        R2�   ]��/#�.1.�����.���2!�$.���0#�����   since you are not able to make one hair white

� �1.�  1���0�.��.�� or black. (Matt. 5:36)

( w� 1ï"  is the Aorist Subjunctive of  w��#&  -  I swear an oath)

( � �1.���is the Aorist Infinitive of  � �0&  -  I do, make, act)

2.   �.���0A/ �����.���A/ #��B�� "��0�."� And I looked, and behold, a black horse.

(Rev. 6:5)

3.   �.���0A/ ���R20��1� ��0���2����13!.��/.� And I saw when he opened the sixth seal,

        2��  &�2������.���10�1� "���0�."��%�0�02 �������and there was a great earthquake,

         �.�  R��2�� "��%�0�02 ���0�."           and the sun became black

j"  1.�� "��2!�$�� "� like sack-cloth of hair.  (Rev. 6:12)

4.   � ��.  %$&���^������!.30���� ]��� #� �.����Having many things to write to you,

        /�.  $.! #���.����0�.� "��       I do not wish (to use) paper and ink,

���.�������12 �.  �! "��12 �.���.�0��� but to speak face to face with you.

(see 2 John v.12)
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5.   � ��.��0A$ ����!.%.���1 �������
�� ]���0�&� I had many things to write to you, but I don't

/�.  �0�.� "���.����.�.� #��1 ����!.30���    wish to write with ink and pen. (3 John v.13)

( �!.%.�  is the Aorist Infinitive of  �!.3&  -  I write)

46.6  ����~"�����"����0"� - (true)  and other Adjectives in  -�"����0"  follow a 3-2 pattern

Masculine and Feminine have identical endings.

The stem is  ����0�  which gives contract forms with some of the endings.

����0"   (accent on the  ���)  means "indeed!"

See Vocabulary 46.11 for Adjectives in  -�"����0"

Singular Plural

            Masculine / Feminine    Neuter     Masculine / Feminine     Neuter

Nom. �����" �����"��������0" (����0�0"��: ����0�"  (����0�.�: �����

Acc. (����0�.)  : �����      ����0" (����0�0"��: ����0�"�  (����0�.�:������

Gen. (����0� "��: ���� #"   ���� #" (����0�&��: ����&� ����&�

Dat. (����0��)  : ����0�      ����0� (����0�1���: ����01����           ����01��

Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   �.�  �� 120�� #1����.]2ó��2 #"���.��2."��.]2&�   And they send their disciples to him

       �02.  2&���:!ó/�.�&����0� �20"���û�/.1�.�0�    with  the Herodians, saying, "Teacher,

�������� A/.�0�  R2��������"��0G���.���2����R/ ����     we know that you are a true and that you

2 #  �0 #��%�������0�º��/�/.1�0�"�     teach the way of God in truth. (Matt. 22:16)

(  g/.�0�  is from   g/.� -  I know, I have learned. The endings are those of the Perfect Tense,

indicating something which happened in the past, but is still in operation at the time of speaking)

2.   R  �.�&���.]2 #��2�����.!2#!�.���%13!.��10�� The one having accepted his witness has

R2�  R���0 "�������"��%12��� attested that God is true.  (John 3:33)

3.   �.�  � �� ���1�� ����! "��.]2 ����.���%�0� �� And many came to him and were saying,

       R2�  I&.���"���0���1��0� ���%� ��10��� ]/0��   "John performed no sign, but

         �.�2.  /0��R1.��0A�0��I&.���"���     everything which John said

�0!�  2 #2 #���������7��        about this (man) was true." ( John 10:41)

4.   ���.  2.���&!.��2 #��� 1� #��%�0�0�.2 ��� But God chose the foolish things of the world

       R���0 "  B�.���.2.�1$#�É��2 #"��1 3 #"   so that he might put the wise to shame

         �.�  2.  �1�0����2 #��� 1� #��%�0�0�.2 �    and God chose the weak things of the world

R���0 "  B�.���.2.�1$#�É��2.��A1$#!.����       so that he might put the strong to shame.

(1 Cor. 1:27)

5.   ��� �.�  2 �"���1�0�01�����1�0��"�� To the weak, I become weak,

B�.  2 #"���1�0�0�"���0!/�1&� so that I might win over the weak.

( �0!/�1&��is the Aorist Subjunctive of   �0!/.��&��-  I win over, gain) (see 1 Cor. 9:22)

6.   R20  2 #"���0�20���!2 #"��%��.1.��0A"��2 #" When I broke the five loaves for the

         �0�2.��1$��� #",  � 1 #"��� 3�� #"�   five thousand, how many baskets full

��.1�.2&�  ���!0�"��1!.20��      of broken bits did you pick up? (Mark 8:20)

7.   �.�  %�0�02 ��%���2ó��0A�.���.]2 �� And while he was

        %�  ��º��2&���� �0&����.���A/ #�  in one of the cities, behold

���!  ���!�"���0�!."�    there was a man full of leprosy.  (Luke 5:12)

( for  K���2���0g�.�� see chapter 19 )

8.   �.�  0]�0&"��%�0�02 ��^���"��R�����!&� "���.�� And immediately the man became well and

1!0�  2 ����!.��.2 ���.]2 #���.����0!�0�.20�� picked up his mattress and walked.

(John 5:11)

9. �����0�  R�����!&� "���.��������0��0�� The man went away and reported

        2 �"  I #/.� �"��R2���I�1 #"��%12��       to the Jews that it was (is) Jesus

R��� ��1."  .]2 ���^����� who had made him well. (John 5:15)
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10.  I�1 #"  /0�����!�"����0#�.2 "����� #� But Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit,

^�012!0%0�  �� ��2 #��I !/.� #�  returned from the Jordan.  (Luke 4:1)

NOTE : Section 46.7 may be postponed until later in the course.

46.7  Contract Adjectives :  $!#1 #"��������� #�  -  golden, made of gold

There is a small group of contract adjectives, whose stems end in���0  or��� ���and which follow the 2-1-2

pattern.  Contractions are similar to those with contract verbs, except that there are some irregularities due to

short  �.  vowels being absorbed rather than contracted.

See Vocabulary 46.11 for Adjectives in  - #"��������� #�   and  - #"����.���� #�

Singular Plural

            Masculine     Feminine    Neuter     Masculine     Feminine     Neuter

Nom. $!#1 #" $!#1�        $!#1 #� $!#1 � $!#1.� $!#1.

Acc. $!#1 #� $!#1��       $!#1 #� $!#1 #" $!#1." $!#1.

Gen. $!#1 # $!#1�"        $!#1 # $!#1&� $!#1&� $!#1&�

Dat. $!#1ó $!#1É        $!#1ó $!#1 �" $!#1.�" $!#1 �"

Practice  - until you can read and translate easily

1.   %�  �0�.�É��/0�� A��º�� ]���%12����� � ���1�0#�� In a great house there aren't only vessels

$!#1.  �.����!�#!.������ of gold and silver . . .    (2 Tim. 2:20)

( 2 ��1�0# "���� #"� -  Neuter plural can take a singular verb)

2.   R  �#$� "��2 #��1&�.2 "��%12����R�Q�3�.�� "�� The lamp of the body is the eye;

         %.�   ]������R��Q3�.�� "��1 #����� #"��   so if your eye is healthy/sound

R� �  2 ��1&�.��1 #��3&20�� ���%12.��     the whole of your body will be illuminated.

(Matt. 6:22)

3.   �.�  .]2 "��� ��.�0���.]2 #"� And he will rule/shepherd them

%�  ç.�/ó��1�/0!º� with an iron rod.   (Rev. 19:15)

4.   %����0�   ]���R��I�1 #"��%�&�� Then Jesus came out

        3 !&�  2 �����.���� ���1203.� ��        wearing the thorn crown

�.�  2 ��� !#3#! #���B�.2� �� and the purple garment.  (John 19:5)

5.   2   �#120!� ���2&���&�2.���120!&��� ^"��0A/0"� The mystery of the seven stars which you saw

        %��  2�"��/0��."��� #����.���2."         on/in my right hand, and the

&�2.  �#$��."��2."��$!#1."������� seven gold lamp-stands. (Rev. 1:20)

6.   �.�  �#�� �0���2 #���! � #���! � #"� And around the throne (were) twenty four

�������0A� 1�  2011.!0"����.���%����2 #"���! � #"��  thrones, and on the thrones

����������0A� 1�  2011.!0"���!01�#20! #"��������.���%���  (were) twenty four elders . . . and on

2."  �03.�."��.]2&���1203.� #"��$!#1 #"�    their heads (were) golden crowns. (Rev. 4:4)

7.   �.�  R��&�2 "�����0� "��%1.���10�����.���1� #1.� And the sixth angel blew (the trumpet) and

     3&���  ��.���%���2&����0!.2&���2 #���#1�.2�!� #����,�heard a sound from the horns of the

2 #  $!#1 #��2 #��%�&�� ���2 #���0 #� golden altar before God.  (Rev. 9:13)

8.   �.��� B��� �� ���2&������!&�&����! 10�#��1.�� And the rest of the men worshipped

      2.  /.�� ��.���.���2.��0A/&�.��2.��$!#1.���.���2.�   the demons and the idols of gold and

        �!�#!.  �.���2.��$.��.���.���2.�������.���.���2.�    silver and bronze and stone and

          �#���.,  ��� ]20����0�0����/#�.2.���     wood, which are not able to see, nor to hear

 ]20  �� #0���� ]20���0!��.20��� nor to walk about. (see Rev. 9:20)

9.  �.�  2���#����1����0!��0����0����� !3#! #��� And the woman was clothed (in) purple and

       �.�  � ���� �����.����0$!#1�0����$!#1�ó���.��      scarlet, and gilded with gold and

          ���ó  2���ó���.����.!�.!�2.�"���%$ #1.�            and precious stone(s) and pearls, with

� 2�!� �  $!#11 #���%���2É��$0�!���.]2�"� a golden cup in her hand.  (Rev. 17:4)

(  �0!��0����0�� is a Perfect Participle Passive, Feminine, of  �0!��.��&�- I put on, clothe)

( �0$!#1�0�� is a Perfect Participle Passive, Feminine, of  $!#11 &  -  I gild, adorn, deck out)
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10.  �.�  R20��%�.�0���2 ������� ����2.��2011.!.���ó.� And when he received the book, the four

       �.��� B��0A� 1���2011.!0"���!01�#20! ���%�01.��  living creatures and the twenty four elders fell

         %�&�� �  2 #���!�� #���%$ �20"��&�.12 "�        before the lamb, having each

���.!.�  �.���3�.�."��$!#1."������ a harp and golden bowls . . (Rev. 5:8)

46.8  Sentences for reading and translation

1.   A/ #  2�� ].���2�2!�2���%!$02.���2.$#� (Rev. 11:14)

2.   �.��� B��12!.2�&2.��������B�.2� ���� !3#! #����0!�0�.� ���.]2 �� (John 19:2)

3.   �.�  �02.��2."��2!0�"��2�0!."���.���2��1#
��0#�.  �&�"��%���2 #���0 #��0A1���0���%��.]2 �"��� (Rev. 11:11)

4.   �.���.B��%�2 �.���.]2 #���.!0�.��� ]���0A1��� (1 John 5:3)

5.   �.�  A/ #��10�1� "���0�."��%�0�02 ��%���2É���.�.11É� (Matt. 8:24)

6.   R  �3
��&.#2 #���.�&���2����/ �.���2����A/�.�����20����R��/0����2&���2����/R�.���2 #
       �0�%.�2 "  .]2 ���� ^2 "�������"��%12�����.����/���.��%���.]2ó�� ]���%12���� (John 7:18)

7.   .#!�0,  � 20��10��0A/ �0����0��&�2.��1�/�%&�2.��1���0� ���1���#�� ���1���1�0��
1�%��3#�.�É  �.��� ]��/��� ��1.�0���1 ��� (Matt. 25:44)

8.   2�0�"  �&! ���/�.��;!�12 #���^�0�"��/0��3! ��� ���%���;!�12 #�
2�0�"  �1�0�0�"���^�0�"��/0��A1$#! �� (1 Cor. 4:10)

9.   /�.  2 #2 ��%���^������ �� ����1�0�0�"���.����!!&12 �� (1 Cor. 11:30)

10. �.�  %��12!0%.����0�0����2����3&�����22�"��%�.�0����02
��%� #�
�.�  %��12!0%."��0A/ ���&�2.���#$��."��$!#1."� (Rev. 1:12)

46.9  Writing Practice :  Write the Greek, while saying aloud   (Matt. 5:11-12)

�.�.!� �  %120��R2.���Q�0�/�1&1����^�."� Happy are you when(ever) they insult/denounce you

    �.�  /�&�&1�����.���0A�&1���     and persecute (you) and say

        �.�  � ��! ����.�
��^�&���%0#/ �0� �         every evil thing against you falsely

&�0�0�  %� #� on account of me.

$.�!020  �.�����.���.1�0� Rejoice and be glad.

    R2�  R����1� "��^�&���� �#"��%���2 �"�� ]!.� �"Â       for your reward is great in the heavens;

46.10  New Testament Passages for reading and translation
James 1:19;    Rev. 18:11-13 & 15-16;    Rev. 19:1-2

In your Greek New Testament, read the passages aloud several times until you can read them without long

pauses or stumbling.   Then use the translation helps to translate them.

A120 "you (plural) know"  or  "Know!"

    (Classical Greek form of the Present Indicative or Present Imperative of   g/.  -  I know;  see Chapter 58)

%12& "let (the subject) be" ( Third Person Imperative of 0g��  - see Chapter 18)

�� #1.� to hear ( Aorist Infinitive of  ;� #&  -  I hear)

�.��1.� to speak ( Aorist Infinitive of  �.�0&  -  I speak)

R��)��0! " merchant ( hence "emporium" - place where goods are traded)

.]2�� "her" - refers to  X��� ��"� or  X��%.�#�&�  -  Babylon

R����� " cargo, merchandise, ware(s)

R���*11�� " fine linen

R��1�!��)" silk

�*'� "��������� � made of "citron" - a fragrant African wood

%�03.�2�� "������� � made of ivory

2���&2.2 "��������� � most precious ( superlative of  2��� "����.���� �� -  precious)

R���.!�.! " marble

2   ����.�&� � cinnamon
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2   ��&� � an unidentified spice from India

2   �#��.�.����2 " incense

R�����.� " frankincense

2��10��/.��"����0&" fine wheat flour

2��ç0/� chariot (with four wheels)

1&�.2&� "of bodies"  =  slaves

12�1 �2.� "they will stand" ( Future of  h120��  -  I stand)

R���.1.��1� " torture ( �.1.���&  -  I torment, toss around)

�0!��0����0�� clothed, "having had put on"

( Perfect Participle Passive, Feminine, of  �0!��.��&�- I put on, clothe)

�0$!#1�0��  "having been gilded, adorned"

( Perfect Participle Passive, Feminine, of  $!#11 &  -  I gild, adorn)

1!��&�� it was laid waste ( Aorist Passive of K!�� &  -  I lay waste)

2 1 #2 " so great

NOTE : There are variant verse numberings for Rev. 18:16/17.

For the purposes of this translation, take verse 16 as running as far as  �� #2 ".

46.11  Vocabulary to learn

����~"����|" true

�1�0�~"����|" weak

��~!�"����0" full

^��~"����|" healthy

�.��"����0Ù.����� deep;  when speaking of the morning = "very early"

�.!�"����0Ù.����� heavy, hard ( a barometer measures atmospheric-pressure)

�!./�"����0Ù.����� slow

�!.$�"����0Ù.����� short,   little (of time),   few (of quantity)

6��1#"����0�.����# half ( hence the English prefix  "hemi-")

�!.å"����0Ù.����å humble, gentle

2.$*"����0Ù.����� quick

��� è"����Ë���� è� single, sound, generous, healthy

�!�#! è"����¼���� è� made of silver

/��� è"����Ë���� è� two-fold

� !3#! è"����¼���� è� purple

1�/�! è"����¼���� è� made of iron

$.�� è"����¼���� è� made of bronze, brazen

$!#1 è"����Ë���� è� golden, made of gold

�|�."� �0����,  �|�. large, great ( hence the English prefix  "mega-")

�|�."����.��.����.� black ( hence "melanin" - the dark pigment in skin)

� ��",  � ������� �* much, many

����2 "��������� � obtuse, mindless, unthinking ( from  ;������ 0&  -  I understand)

�!!&12 "��������� � sick, unhealthy ( from  ;���&��#���-  I am strong)

������ "��������� � red, scarlet

����� "��������� � made of stone ( x����� "� -  stone)

����� "��������� � made of wood

�� �1� "����.���� � rich

2��� "����.���� � precious, honored     ( X��2���� - honor, price, worth;  2��.&  -  I honor)

3&20���"��������� � full of light, illuminated, bright
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� Ù "����.����o��� what?, which? what kind of? ( Interrogative Pronoun)

��1 "����1���� � : how many ?  how much ?

1#� 3.�2|& I extort, blackmail, accuse falsely for gain

�.20� #1�z�& I exercise authority over ( from  �.2.� +  K� #1�.� -  authority)

�0!/.��& I win over, gain

�� #2|& I am rich, become rich, prosper ( x���� #2 "� -  riches, wealth)

13!.���& I seal, secure with a seal, affirm, attest   ( X��13!.��"�����/ "� -  seal)

2 �.A2�&�.����2 " charge, accusation

2   ��2���.����2 " bucket

2   �!��!� � silver, silver coin, money

R���!�#! " silver, silver coin, money

1���1�|�0�. weakness, illness

2 ��0E/&� � idol

R��)�& outsider, unbeliever, foreigner

R���z�.� " reed, reed-pen, measuring rod

2�����z!. harp

2   ��z1�.����2 " fragment, piece, broken bit ( from  �� &  -  I break)

R����3�� " wicker basket ( hence "coffer", "coffin")

2���|�!. leprosy

R����$� " lamp ( X���#$�¦.� -  lamp-stand)

R���.!�.!�2�"����o# pearl

2   �|�.�����.� " ink

2 ����� � wood

2���.! #1�. presence, arrival

R��1z�� " sackcloth, garment of sackcloth worn for mourning

R��1�/�! " iron

2   3!|.!����.2 " well, pit

R��$.���" copper, brass, bronze, copper coin, gong

R��$z!2�" papyrus   ( the first century equivalent of paper)

2   $!#1� � gold

R��$!#1�" gold

)�& outside ( Adverb, or Preposition with Genitive)

13�/!. very, very much, greatly, extremely


